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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS

Spatial Prediction of Annual Burglaries in

Los Angeles: A Poisson Point Process and Kernel 

Intensity Mixed Modeling Approach  

by

Ryan Christopher Arellano

Master of Science in Statistics

University of California, Los Angeles, 2019

Professor Ying Nian Wu, Chair

SUMMARY: Burglary location, poverty, education, income, and population density data were

collected from the Los Angeles Police Department, the U.S. Census and U.S. Internal Revenue

Service.  Prior  burglary  point  data  and  socio-demographic  spatial  covariates  were  used  to

construct annual kernel-intensity and Poisson point process hybrid models to predict the burglary

rates of the following year. To test the utility of the spatial covariates over kernel-intensity only

methods, two models were constructed: A baseline model using only kernel-intensity data, and

an expanded model using kernel-intensity data and additional spatial  covariates. Analysis-of-

deviance test revealed a significant difference of 116.64 with nine degrees-of-freedom (p-value <

0.001). Voronoi residuals used for cross-validation indicated a 2.608% improvement in the area-

adjusted-root-mean-square error. 
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1.  Introduction

Modern criminology has made significant progress since its  inception.  With the advances of

mathematics, computation and a boom in available digital data, crime researchers today have an

abundance of tools to further their research. Among these tools are the advances in point process

modeling and the availability of software to model and simulate various kinds of spatial point

processes. Point process are particularly useful to crime analysts given the widespread adoption

of global position systems and geographic information systems among law enforcement agencies

(Ulvi, 2014). After observing the locations of particular crimes, researchers can use the spatial

points,  along  with  other  other  spatial  covariates,  to  create  various  models  that  examine  the

relation between covariates and the patterns in which spatial points occur within the observation

window.

A classic spatial point model and focus of this paper is the spatial Poisson point process.

Although it was independently derived from several individuals in the early 20th century, the term

“Poisson process” was first  used in writing by Ove Lundberg in his  dissertation (Guttorp &

Thorarinsdottir, 2012). The name stemmed from the fact that if the quantity of points existing on

a finite region followed a Poisson distributed random variable, then this process would arise.

Since then, the Poisson point process has found numerous applications, ranging from the study of

the spatial distribution of plant life by botanists, to call queuing theory in telecommunications,

and spatial statistics. 

A particularly useful  kind of  Poisson process  is  the inhomogeneous Poisson process.

Unlike the spatially homogeneous Poisson point processes, which predict an equal intensity rate

across the entire observation window, this process has varying intensity across the window. This

special model has been of great use to crime researchers as many have observed that the spatial
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distribution of crime typically exhibits inhomogeneity. One common theory speculates that the

inhomogeneity is related to the socioeconomic conditions of communities. To support this idea,

various researchers have measured and found spatial associations between higher crime rates and

covariates  relating  to  poverty,  low education,  income inequality,  family  instability  and  high

population density (Kadar, Zanni, Vogels & Cvijikj, 2015; Deller & Deller, 2012). As a result of

these findings, some researchers have used inhomogeneous Poisson point processes as a method

to model the first order intensity approximation of the point process that generates crimes such as

arson and violent crime (Yang, Healy, Shifley, & Gustafson, 2007; Taddy, 2010). 

As for the practical applications of predictive modeling outside of academia, there are

several key sectors that benefit  from its  use,  with law enforcement naturally being the most

central. Since as early as Frisbie's work on crime prevention in Minneapolis (Frisbie et al. 1977),

law enforcement agencies have been using crime mapping and crime forecasting to assist them in

the  strategic  deployment  of  law  enforcement  personnel  across  their  jurisdiction.  With  the

increasing trend of digitization of crime data, various types of crime mapping (CompStat) and

crime prediction software (PredPol) have been developed as a way to visualize this data and

extract novel insights via these intuitive digital mapping interfaces. Such interfaces have been

used in randomized control field trials throughout the Los Angeles region and were shown to

reduce crime by 7.4% when compared to a dedicated crime analyst, using primarily hot-spot

mapping, which showed no effect in crime reduction (Mohler et al. 2015).

Aside from law enforcement, there are potential applications to fields that are interested

in the economic impact of burglaries. Home insurance agencies could benefit from using these

mixed predictive models to improve the accuracy of their forecasts above those of  strictly non-

parametric models. By increasing predictive model accuracy, insurance rates could be adjusted to
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undercut competitors without compromising their desired levels of risk tolerance. Real estate

forecasting companies may also benefit from including crime forecasts into their pricing models

as some research has found correlations between them (Pope & Pope, 2011). And lastly, high risk

regions  can  be  identified  allowing  informational  campaigns  to  better  target  and  assist  these

neighborhoods, be it government or private home security companies.

With  these models  and applications  in  mind,  this  paper  proposes  that  non-parametric

predictors of crime intensity may be improved by combining them with parametric methods. In

order  to  implement  this  a  two step  model  was  built.  The  first  step  involved constructing  a

baseline kernel-intensity estimate of the yearly burglary rate by using the average of the burglary

rates for the prior three years. The second step involves constructing a log-linear inhomogeneous

Poisson point  process  model  which  adjusts  the  baseline  intensity estimates  according to  the

socio-demographic spatial covariates of the prior year. By using a mixed model approach this

paper  aims  to  balance  the  simplicity  and  interpretability of  a  parametric  model,  with  the

improvements  in  fit  hat  non-parametric  methods  offer  when  estimating  the  intensities  of

inhomogeneous point processes.

2.  Methods

2.1.  Data Curation

Crime data  were obtained from the  Los Angeles  Open Data  website,  which  were originally

collected and arranged by the Los Angeles Police Department. The dependent variable of this

study was  the  set  of  latitude-longitude  locations  for  of  all  single-family-dwelling  burglaries

reported to the LAPD in the Los Angeles city area during the year 2016. The original data

included points outside of the Los Angeles City boundaries (as shown in the Figure 1), however
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the final subset restricted the study window to only the postal (ZIP) code regions that were fully

contained by the Los Angeles City boundaries.

The first set of economic predictors were of areal data type, and consisted of the 2015

individual income tax statistics arranged areally by ZIP code,  which were obtained from the

United States Internal Revenue Service website.  The economic variables of interest  were the

percentage  of  tax  payers  (within  each  ZIP code  region)  that  fell  into  six  distinct  financial

brackets. The first four brackets were partitioned by increments of $25,000, starting from $0, to
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100,000. Then a fourth bracket from $100,000 to $200,000, and a final group of over $200,000

(Table 1). Only five of the six brackets were used in analysis, as the last was fully determined.

The second set of predictors consisted of four socioeconomic and demographic variables

provided by the United States Census Bureau website for the 2015 year. They included measures

of  the  ZIP code  regions'  population  densities,  median  incomes,  percentages  of  families  in

poverty, and the proportion of people older than 25 who do not have a high school diploma or

GED equivalent. The population density measures were created by dividing the total population

counts  for  each  ZIP code  region  by the  total  area  of  its  respective  region.  All  nine spatial

covariates were rasterized such that the mean value for each ZIP code region was interpolated

uniformly over the entire ZIP code region (Appendices A through D). The final predictor was

created from the burglary intensity of the prior  three years  to control  for the limited spatial

resolution of the event space (details in Section 2.3). 

2.2.  Duplicate Point Location Processing

Due to confidentiality reasons, the exact addresses of the burglary locations were truncated to the

lower hundred's place. An unfortunate consequence of this truncation was a confounding of true

duplicates and near duplicates (more on this in the Section 5). As the methods used in this paper

were incompatible with exact duplicates, a small displacement was added to x and y values of the

coordinates to break exact duplicates such that they wouldn't  be excluded from the analysis.
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tax1: $0 – $25,000 tax2 : $25,000 – $50,000 tax3: $50,000 – $75,000

tax4: $100,000 – $200,000 tax5: $250,000 – $250,000 tax:6 $250,000.00
Table 1: IRS Income Tax Groups



After converting the locations to the the World Geodetic System this procedure was used on

approximately 16% of the data points to break exact duplicates. The amount of displacement

followed a uniform random distribution on a disk with a radius of approximately 30 feet and

origin centered at the original location. The amount of displacement from this jitter is given from

the following formula:

Δ x(i) ~ U (−20,20) ; Δ y(i) ~ U (−20,20) ; l i = (x i , y i)

x '(i) = x (i )+ Δ x(i )

 y ' (i) = y(i) + Δ y(i )

Where x(i) and y(i) are, respectively, the vectors of longitude and latitude locations, and in which 

Δx(i) and Δy(i) are random uniform displacements (jitter) of less than 20 feet.

2.3.  Baseline Kernel Intensity Estimation

The final covariate used was a baseline estimate of the burglary intensity created from burglary

location data of the prior three years. This estimate was created by averaging the kernel intensity

estimates of each year's burglaries to create a single 128 x 128 pixel image covariate. Each year's

kernel  intensity  estimate  was  constructed  by  using  Gaussian  kernels  with  bandwidths

automatically selected using likelihood cross validation (LCV). The bandwidth selection method

is given by the following procedure:

The bandwidth σ was selected to maximize the point process likelihood cross-validation criterion

(LCV):

LCV (σ k )=∑
i

log(λk−i(l i) )−∫
W

λ k (u )d u

where the sum is computed for all data locations  li, where  λk-i(li) is the leave-one-out kernel-
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smoothing estimate of the intensity at  li with smoothing bandwidth  σk, and  λk(u)  is the kernel-

smoothing estimate of the intensity at a spatial location  u with smoothing bandwidth  σk in the

observation window W (Loader, 1999).

Once the  optimal  bandwidths  were  computed, convolutions  of  the  isotropic  Gaussian

kernels of standard deviation  σa with point masses at each of the data locations in  li and unit

kernel weight were computed for each of the three prior years. These convolutions represented

the fixed-bandwidth kernel estimates of the intensity functions of the point processes generating

the burglary point patterns for year k, as described in Diggle (1985).

The estimated densities are re-adjusted by the edge corrections described in Jones (1993)

and Diggle et al. (2010). This was demonstrated to have improved intensity measurement (Jones,

1993) but is more computationally demanding. The intensity value at a point u is:

λk (u)=∑
i

k (l i −u)wi e (l i)

where  k  is  the Gaussian smoothing kernel,  e(li) is  an  edge correction factor,  and  wi are  the

weights.  Thus the  edge correction  term  e(u) is  the  reciprocal  of  the  kernel  mass  within  the

observation window W:

1
e(u)

=∫
W

k(v −u) d v

Finally the kernel density estimates of all three years are averaged to create the final baseline

intensity estimate shown in Figure 2.

λk(u) = λk1(u) + λk2(u) + λk3(u)
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2.4.  Inhomogeneous Poisson Point Process Model

An inhomogeneous Poisson point processes was used to model the data generating process. This

model took the following form:

E [n(L∩W )] =∫
W

[λθ(u )d u ]

where n (L ∩ W) is the number of L coordinate points falling in a region W, and λθ(u) is the 

intensity function at the infinitesimal location region du within region W. 

Under the inhomogeneous Poisson point process model the data is assumed to satisfy the

following conditions: 
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I.  Intensity  function: The  expected  number  of  points  contained  in  the  region  W,

( E [n(L∩W )]) is given by the integral  of the intensity function  λθ(u)  over  the region  W,

(∫
W

[λθ(u)du ]) .

II.   Independence: If the space is partitioned into mutually exclusive regions (W1, W2...), then the

stochastic patterns within these regions are independent of another (n [L∩W 1]⊥n [L∩W 2]).

III.  Poisson-distributed counts: The stochastically generated number of points contained within

any region in W has a Poisson distribution (Baddeley, Rubak & Turner, 2016).

In order to predict the future burglary locations two intensity models were constructed.

The first  intensity model used only the kernel-intensity estimate of the prior three years and

served as a baseline for comparison.

The second intensity model was a log-linear model that used a combination of the first 

model along with image covariates Zn(u) for all n covariates:

Where θn, the optimal theta weights, were calculated using the maximum pseudo-likelihood 

method with the Berman-Turner approximation as described the following section.
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2.5.  Berman-Turner Quadrature Scheme

Since  this  study  expected  each  pixel  u to  have  varying  intensities  (due  to  spatially

inhomogeneity) a quadrature scheme was required in order to estimate spatial inhomogeneity and

implement the above pseudo-likelihood method. Once constructed, the scheme could be utilized

by the Berman-Turner device to perform the integration over the spatial window containing the

data, thus allowing the optimal beta weights to be computed (Berman & Turner, 1992).

To  construct  the  quadrature  scheme,

the  rectangular  data  window  W was  divided

into  128  x  128  disjoint  equally  sized  sub-

region  where  each  was  assigned  a  value

representing  the  total  number  of  counts  for

that sub-region (example in Figure 3).

In  order  to  approximate  the  intensity

function integral, the quadratures were used in

the following finite sum:

∫
W

λθ(u )d u  ≈∑
j=1

m

λθ(u j)w j

where uj, j = 1, … m, are points in W, and wj > 0 are quadrature weights summing to |W|. The

result is an approximation to the log-likelihood, 

log L(θ)  ≈∑
i=1

n(l )

log λθ(l i)  −∑
j=1

m

λθ(u j)w j

The Berman and Turner paper noted that if the list of points {u j , j = 1, ... ,m} included all the

data  points {li , i = 1, ... , n}, then  the  expression  could  be  rewritten  as  a  sum  over  the

quadrature points:
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log L(θ)  ≈∑
j=1

m

( I j log λ j  −w j λ j)

where λ j = λθ(u j) and

I j={ 1, if u j is a data point
0, if u j is a dummy point

Which was rewritten in Berman and Turner as,

log L(θ)  ≈∑
j=1

m

( y j log λ j  −λ j)w j

where y j=
I j

w j

,  and  indicated  that  the  right  side  of  the  expression  above,  for  fixed  l,  is

equivalent  to  the  weighted  log-likelihood  of  the  independent  Poisson  variables

Y j ~ Poisson(λ j) with weights w j . Once in this final form the equation can be maximized

using the generalized linear model (GLM) function in R (Baddeley, Rubak, & Turner, 2016). 

3.  Results

3.1.  Model Fit

Using the  4,348 data  points  and 5,386 quadrature  dummy points  created  by the  128 x 128

quadrature scheme (plus  four  corner  points)  the  Berman-Turner  maximum pseudo-likelihood

algorithm successfully converged. The average intensity of points per square mile were 12.6 and

15.6 for the data and quadrature dummy points respectively. Only two points out of the total

4,348 data points were outside of the constructed quadrature scheme and were removed from the

data analysis.

The  baseline  model  using  only  the  average  of  the  prior  three  years'  kernel-intensity

estimates showed a significant effect of the intercept parameter with θ0 =  -0.060, standard error
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= 0.152, Z-value = -3.957, p-value = 7.60 x 10-5(Appendix F). The estimates and standard errors

of the burglary intensities for the baseline model are given by Figures 4 and 5.

The expanded model showed a significant effect with respect to population density, the

highest and lowest tax brackets, median income, household poverty, and high school education.

The estimate, standard error, z-value and statistical significance of each parameter is listed in

Appendix G.  Membership to either of the significant tax brackets groups had moderate positive

relations to the crime intensity. On the other hand, poverty and education measures had small

negative effects on burglary intensity, meanwhile median income had a large negative effect on

intensity. The spatial estimates and standard errors of the burglary intensities for the expanded

model are given by Figures 6 and 7. 
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(Left) Figure 4: Baseline model intensity estimate in counts per square mile

(Right) Figure 5: Baseline model standard error estimate in counts per square mile



Overall  the  expanded  model  had  an  improved  fit,  with  a  total  deviance  of  9,029  as

opposed  to  the  baseline  deviance  9,146.  If  we  set  the  baseline  model  as  the  null,  then  the

difference  in  deviance  between  the  null  and  the  expanded  model  would  be  expected  to

approximate a χ
2 distribution with nine degrees-of-freedom. In order to test for a difference in

these models an analysis-of-deviance test was conducted which showed that the difference in

116.64 with nine degrees-of-freedom has a p-value of less than 2.2 x 10-16  (the smallest value

allowed in floating point system), indicating the improvement in fit is statistically significant.

3.2.  Spatial Residuals

Spatial residuals can be conceptualized with the following equation:

Residual (W ) = n (L ∩W )−∫
W

λ̂ (u)d u
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(Left) Figure 6: Expanded model intensity estimate in counts per square mile

(Right) Figure 7: Expanded model standard error estimate in counts per square mile



where n (L∩ W ) is the number of points of  L in the region W, and λ̂ (u) is the intensity of

the fitted model, and the units are in 1/mi2. 

However  there  is  a  problem with  respect  to  the  interpretability  of  residuals  that  are

constructed with a tile or arbitrary tessellation. Given presence-absence nature of the data, as the

sub-regions used to for integration become smaller the residuals become  more variable as an

artifact  of  the  tile  binning.  In  order  to  reduce  this  variability  and minimize  over-fitting  the

residual values to the data, the weight of each data point can be spread out using a smoothing

kernel. This smoothing procedure is given by,

s(u)=
1

e (u)[∑i=1

n (l)

κ(u − l i)−∫
W

κ(u − v )λ
θ̂
(v)d v]

where e(u) is the edge correction term defined in Section 2.3, κ(u −l i) is the two dimensional

smoothing  kernel  density  at  location l i or  v,  and λ
θ̂
(v ) is  the  intensity  at  region  v.  This

formula can be interpreted as a spatially weighted average of the positive residual masses and the

negative residual density and can be rewritten as,

s(u)=λ̃(u)−λ
*

(u)

where λ̃ (u) is the nonparametric uniformly-corrected kernel estimate of intensity at location u,

and λ
*

(u) is the smoothed parametric estimate of the intensity at location  u according to the

fitted models.

Finally,  by applying a  weighing function,  g(x),  on raw residual  function described in

equation directly below, Pearson residuals can be created thereby standardizing the values and

improving interpretability.
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 Residual (W ) = ∑
li∈L∩B

g (l i)−∫
W

g (u) λ̂ (u)d u

Residual(Pearson)(W )= ∑
l i∈L∩ B

λ̂( li)
−1/2

−∫
W

λ̂(u)
1/2 d u

These  Pearson  residuals  were  then  smoothed  using  the  kernel  smoothing  function

described in the equation directly above. By plotting these values we can observe where the

model intensity estimates depart  from the data smoothed intensity estimates (Baddeley et  al,

2016). Once again, Gaussian kernels were used with bandwidths selected automatically using the

LCV method described in Section 2.3.

The  Pearson  smoothed  residual  diagnostic  plots  indicate  the  expanded  model  has

improved fit compared to the baseline model, as the magnitude of the residuals are reduced.

More specifically, the baseline model systematically underestimates the observed intensity in the
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(Left) Figure 8: Baseline model Pearson smoothed residual diagnostic test

(Right) Figure 9: Expanded model Pearson smoothed residual diagnostic test



northwestern  region  and  overestimates  the  intensity  in  the  southeastern  region,  whereas  the

expanded model systematically underestimates the observed intensity along the center of the  y

coordinates and overestimates the intensity at the extremes of the y coordinates. 

3.3.  Model Assumption Checks

3.3.1.  Quantile Distribution of Residuals

To test the independence assumption I used the quantile-quantile plot of the smoothed residuals.

In order to generate this plot the values of the empirical residuals are sorted in ascending order

and  plotted  against  the  expected  residual  values  (which  are  approximated  by  Monte  Carlo

methods). The quantile-quantile residual plot indicates the empirical distribution of residuals fits

moderately well to the theoretically computed quantiles given 1000 simulations of the model.

However, the plot also shows that the tails ends of the observed residual distribution are heavier

than the expected via the 95% empirical confidence interval given 1000 simulations.
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Figure 10: Quantile-quantile residual plot 



3.3.2.  Second-Order Characteristics

Plots of the inhomogeneous K-function were constructed as a measure of the pairwise clustering.

The K-function is a measure of the number of points expected to occur within a circle of radius r

after adjusting for the spatially varying intensities of the inhomogeneous Poisson process model.

It's formula is given by the following expression:

K inhom(r )= E [∑l i∈L

1
λ

(l i) 1 { 0 < || u −l i || ≤r } ∣ u∈L]
where K inhom(r ) is the expected total weight of all stochastically generated points within a 

distance r of the center point of pixel u (that is contained in window of the point process L), 

where the weight of a point l i is 1/λ (l i) .

In order to obtain estimates of the K function the following equation was used:

K̂ inhom(r )=
1

D p |W |
∑

i
∑
j≠i

1
{|| li −l j || ≤r}

λ̂ (l i) λ̂ (l j)
e (li , l j ;r )

where e (u , v , r ) is an edge correction weight (referenced in Section 2.3), λ̂ (u) is an 

estimate of the intensity function λ (u) and the constant D p is the pth power of 

D =
1

|W | ∑i   

1

λ̂ (l i)

which theoretically has the  expected value of 1 if the intensity is estimated without error 

(Baddeley et al, 2016).
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The  plots  of  the  inhomogeneous  K-functions  (Figures  11  and  12)  indicate  that  at  r

distances smaller than 0.65 miles, there appears to be more points than would be expected by

chance given the 95% confidence bands based on 1000 simulations of the model. This finding

suggests that the independence assumption may not be satisfied. As a result, a clustering model

may be more appropriate given that the observed clustering phenomenon is a true characteristic

of the data and not merely an artifact of the location rounding procedure (see the Section 4 for

details regarding potential model improvements).

3.4.  External Model Validity

In order to assess the predictive accuracy of the baseline and expanded models three different

measurement methods were used.  The first method resembles the pixel residual method detailed

in Bray & Schoenberg (2013) on assessing point process models, however instead of using the

residual of the model, a series of hypothesis tests are used on each pixel to test where the data is

significantly different  from the model  prediction.  To implement  this  method I  converted the

burglary point data from the following year into a 128 x 128 pixel image in which each pixel
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(Left) Figure 11: Inhomogeneous K-function with r ∈[0,1.5]

(Right) Figure 12: Inhomogeneous K-function with r ∈[0,0.6]



value represented the number of burglaries that occurred within the corresponding pixel location.

Assuming that the values at each small pixel location are Poisson distributed, a hypothesis test

could be conducted for each of the pixels by comparing the observed burglary counts to the

critical  values generated by the Poisson prediction intervals.  Using an alpha level  of 0.05 a

hypothesis  rejection  map  was  constructed  for  both  of  the  models,  in  which  each  rejected

hypothesis was represented by a violet pixel as shown in Figures 13 and 14.

The baseline model produced 110 (out of 4,495 pixels total) which were significantly

different  from predicted  counts,  while  the  expanded  model  only produced  104 significantly

different pixels. This amounts to a 5.77% relative improvement in performance by using the

expanded model. The difference in model fit is visually represented by Figure 15, wherein green

pixels indicate the expanded model has improved fit, red pixels indicate the baseline model has

improved fit, and black pixels indicate no difference in fit between models. 
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(Left) Figure 13: Baseline model pixel hypothesis tests, false indicates rejected region

(Right) Figure 14: Expanded model pixel hypothesis tests, false indicates rejected region



The  second  model  assessment  method  described  in  Baddeley  et  al.  (2005)  involves

comparing the smoothed raw residuals of two competing models, by both a root-mean-square

error (RMSE) measure as well as plots of the pixel residual to identify where they spatially differ

from one another.  In order to generate the pixel  residual  values the differences between the

smoothed kernel-intensity estimates (as detailed in Section 2.3) and the parameter estimates were

computed  for  each  pixel.  The  RMSE  of  the  two  models  under  this  method  showed  little

difference between model fit. The RMSE only differed by 0.0656% with the expanded model

performed  slightly  worse  at  8.7342  average  residual  counts  per  square  mile  (Figure  17)

compared  to  the  baseline  at  8.7400  average  residual  counts  per  square  mile  (Figure  16).

However, as Bray & Schoenberg (2013) points out the smoothing process can lead to major

discrepancies between the data and the model which limits the reliability of this measure.
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Figure 15: Difference in pixel hypothesis tests, red indicates baseline model fits best, green
indicates expanded model fits best, black indicates both models fit equally well



The final model assessment method is the Voronoi residual method detailed in Bray &

Schoenberg (2013). In order to create the residual tiles, the Dirichlet tessellation method (with

distances measured by Euclidean distance) was applied to the 2017 burglary point data via the

Deldir package in R (Turner, 2019). The Dirichlet creates the boundaries of the tiles in such a

way that the line segments of the Voronoi diagram are all equidistant to the two nearest burglary

points.  By  construction,  this  ensures  that  each  tile  contains  exactly  one  burglary  point.  A

consequence of using this algorithm is that the resulting tessellation is completely data driven.

This procedure has major advantages, as it avoids problems that arise from the arbitrary choice

of pixel size or smoothing parameters that are inherent in the previous two methods. Once the

tessellations were completed, residuals were computed by simulating 1000 realizations of both

the baseline and expanded model and counting the number of points in each tile. Count averages

were taken for each tile across the 1000 realizations which are shown in Figures 18 and 19.
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(Left) Figure 16: Baseline model smoothed intensity residuals in counts per square mile

(Right) Figure 17: Expanded model smoothed intensity residuals in counts per square mile



In order to assess the overall performance of the baseline and expanded models via the

Voronoi residual method, a root-mean-square-error term (RMSE) and an area-adjusted-RMSE

(AARMSE) term were  computed  for  each model.  For  each of  the  tiles  the  simulated  count

average was used as the estimated value and a value of one was used as the the observed value.

Each of these values were then weighed by the area of their respective Voronoi tiles to compute

the  percent  improvement.  Overall  this  measure  showed  a  small  improvement  in  fit  of  the

expanded model over the baseline model as seen in Table 2.
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Model RMSE AARMSE % Improvement 

Baseline 0.7646 0.1752 -2.608%

Expanded 0.7359 0.1708 +2.608%
Table 2: Voronoi Residual Error Measures

(Left) Figure 18: Baseline model Voronoi tile residual count averages

(Right) Figure 19: Expanded model Voronoi tile residual count averages



4.  Discussion

On the  whole,  the  results  indicate  that  the  expanded  covariate  model  had  improved fit  and

predictive accuracy over the baseline kernel-intensity-only model. This finding, however, has

some inconsistencies with the results that prior crime researchers have reported. Under social

disorganization  theory,  measures  that  correspond  with  higher  concentrated  disadvantage

(poverty,  low income, low education),  more family disruption (single parent families),  and a

dense population, should all experience higher rates of burglaries. Prior researchers have shown

that communities which are economically disadvantaged, densely populated (such as in high in

multi-unit  housing  areas),  family  disruption,  and  high  in  residential  mobility  all  experience

higher rates of crime (Sampson & Groves 1989, Bursik & Grasmick 1993, Sampson & Laub

1993). While my analysis found these same variables to be significant predictors of burglary

rates according to the data, the direction of these effects were reversed for population density,

poverty,  and education measures.  This could be due to  the possibility that the effects  of the

covariates may have already been partially accounted for via the information supplied from the

kernel-intensity estimate part of the model. This theory is consistent with the small effect sizes

that were observed for the covariates that had reversed effect directions.

Nevertheless,  under  social  disorganization  theory  it  is  suggested  that  concentrated

disadvantage,  family disruption and residential  mobility all  limit  the capacity for community

residents to exert social control over other members of their community. Low access to economic

resources and family disruption leads to poor socialization for the youth against crime (via low

youth  supervision),  as  well  as  hinders  their  ability engage in  pro-social  academic and work

organizations, and an underdevelopment of positive friend networks (Sampson & Groves 1989).

As a consequence of poor future prospects disadvantaged individuals have less at steak to lose
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from conforming to delinquent behavior, which in turn leads to a higher propensity to commit

crime  (Sampson  &  Laub  1993).  Furthermore  as  many  individuals  from  disadvantaged

communities cannot afford their own home, they commonly resort to living in multi-unit housing

(linked to  higher  population  density)  and  have  a  propensity  to  move to  better  communities

promptly after gaining more financial resources (Park, Burgess, McKenzie, & Wirth, 1925). This

residential instability makes it less likely for families to become invested in the local community

and form the important social ties that deter neighborhood crime. This was found to be case

specifically for burglary crimes even after accounting for population density, age structure and

household composition (Smith & Jarjoura 1988). Together these mechanisms offer a possible

explanation for why the inclusion of the socioeconomic spatial covariates, along with kernel-

intensity estimates resulted in better predictions of burglaries rates.

However  despite  these  findings  the  second-order  characteristics  of  the  point  process

indicate  higher  than  expected  clustering,  even  after  accounting  for  spatial  inhomogeneity.

Consequentially, the independence assumption of the Poisson-point process model may not be

satisfied, which implies that the estimates of the trend and the standard error of the intensity

parameters may be biased. More specifically, given the observed K-function plot it is likely that

my model would over-regularize the pairwise distances between points and under-estimate the

true standard error of the intensity estimates. This raises the question concerning what may be

causing the observed clustering. 

There  are  two  major  categories  this  observed  clustering  is  likely  to  fall  fall  under,

artificial and real. Artificial clustering may emerge from imprecise measurement of the point

locations,  as is  the case in this  data where point locations have been rounded to the nearest

hundredth address. In order to break exact duplicates, the overlapping points were given random
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displacement in a uniform disk with 30 foot radius. Given this fact, we would expect a shifting of

the distribution such that there would be an over-estimate of pairwise distances when r is near 30

feet, and an under-estimate of pairwise distances when r is between the 30 feet and the average

distance  between  each  hundredth  address  (conservatively estimated  to  be  an  average  of  0.3

miles). However, since we see that the clustering phenomenon falls outside of the confidence

bounds at  r distances between 0.25 and 0.65, it is unlikely that the observed clustering pattern

can be explained entirely by such a rounding artifact. 

Alternatively, this clustering phenomenon may be a result of real factors, which can be

broken into two further  sub-categories:  features of burglary targets,  and features of burglary

perpetrators. Crime researchers have developed theoretical frameworks to account for the spatial

patterns  of  burglary  with  respect  to  both  of  these  major  categories.  Under  these  various

criminology theories,  the  prevalence  of  crime  is  typically  explained  using  spatially  varying

location features and socio-demographic factors, which was congruent with this study's effort to

explain the observed inhomogeneous point process as a function of various spatial covariates.

In the case of crime target features, researchers have developed frameworks such as crime

pattern  theory  to  account  for  the  spatial  heterogeneity  and  clustering  of  crime  target

attractiveness. Under crime pattern theory it is conceptualized that various environments emit

signals about their attractiveness as a target  according to factors such as the establishment type,

socioeconomic, demographic, road-network, and security surveillance conditions of a specific

location (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1981; 1993). 

In the case of perpetrator features, spatial clustering can arise from consistent patterns in

individual  criminal behavior  such as small  average distances  to crime and repeat/near-repeat

victimization  (Brantingham  &  Brantingham  1981).  It  is  through  a  combination  of  these
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mechanisms that the clustering phenomenon observed in my data seems consistent with prior

crime research. Although steps were taken to account for clustering via spatial inhomogeneity

(via  the kernel-intensity baseline measure and the spatial  covariates) the results  show that  a

Poisson model still insufficiently explains the degree of clustering observed in the data.

5.  Limitations

A  major  limitation  is  the  spatiotemporal  sparsity  of  points  as  well  as  the  lack  of  any

spatiotemporal clustering parameters in my model. As burglaries are fairly uncommon events,

measuring the number of events that occur in a single small window of time would result in

spiky counts for each quadrature. While some quadratures may have high counts, others would

remain largely empty despite containing many potential burglary targets. To mitigate the sparsity

problem this  study used an  average  of  three  prior  years  kernel-intensity  estimate  to  form a

baseline intensity of the burglary rate. By using this as a baseline, my model was specified to

measure the effect covariates had on predicting burglary rates above and beyond the averaged

rate of the last three years. While this technique mitigated issues regarding sparsity, it does not

improve the temporal clustering issues which would require an entirely different class of model. 

One class of models that has shown much promise is the self exciting point process. A

study  on  burglary  by  Mohler  et  al.  (2010)   utilized  an  epidemic-type-aftershock-sequence

(ETAS) to model the spatiotemporal clustering patterns that occur with crime. Under this model

the occurrence of  a parent  event  triggers  a  temporary increase in  the probability for  further

events to occur at spatiotemporally proximate regions. Then, after some period of time after the

parent event, the probability for further events returns to the baseline rate for that specific region,

until another event triggers a rise again. Under this model a single event could have cascading
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effects and trigger clustering patterns which are congruent with the those commonly observed in

crime data. By collecting temporal data (in addition to location data) models such as ETAS could

be used to further improve intensity estimations and provide more accurate crime forecasts.

Another concern is the total number and resolution of the spatial covariates used in this

study. Crime researchers have found evidence that features such quadratic age terms (Andresen,

Frank, Felson 2014), unemployment measures (Nobles, Ward, Tillyer 2016), and rate of change

of  socio-demographic  measures  (Deller  &  Deller  2012)  are  all  useful  for  the  modeling  of

residential  burglary  rates.  Furthermore,  by  interpolating  the  ZIP code  values  of  the  spatial

covariates over the entire ZIP code region, the spatial resolution of the socioeconomic covariates

is low. This in turn lowers the predictive power of the covariates as their effect is imprecisely

averaged out over these larger ZIP code regions. In future studies the covariate spatial resolution

could be improved by breaking the ZIP code regions into smaller subsections by utilizing census

tracts instead. Thus, by including additional and higher resolution covariates it is expected that

we would see changes in effect sizes and improvements in overall model fit.

A final limitation is the convenience sampling design used in this study. Since the crime

data was collected completely by voluntary reports to the police, there is a possibility that the

final sample could be biased. These biases can arise from a difference in the willingness to report

crime if  it  systematically varies  by community.  If  this  is  the case,  the validity of the crime

intensities modeled in this paper may be restricted only to predicting crime among those who are

willing to report, rather than as it actually occurs within communities. A potential solution to this

problem would be to use a probabilistic sampling method on home residences such as simple

random sampling, stratified sampling, or systematic sampling. By using one of these methods

researchers could gain yet another perspective of the spatial distribution of crimes as they occur
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in the regions of interest.

6.  Conclusion

In summary, the results of this study indicate that utilizing socioeconomic spatial covariates in a

Poisson model can improve the first-order intensity estimates of burglaries above and beyond

those of non-parametric kernel-intensity estimates. However the advantages this mixed model do

not extend to the second-order (clustering) characteristics observed in actual burglary data. With

this  in  mind,  future  researchers  could  benefit  from  combining  both  parametric  and  non-

parametric intensity measures with various types of self-exciting point processes. By using these

models temporal clustering data could be used to improve predictions with respect to both first

and second-order spatial characteristics of crime data. With the explosion of available spatial

data, spatial statistics experts are gaining a myriad of newly emerging tools to improve their

research. From utilizing satellite image data to restrict spatial support regions to more realistic

boundaries (Smith, Keegan, Wittman, Mohler, & Bertozzi, 2010), to leveraging temporal data in

increasingly sophisticated models, spatial statistics research shows great promise for improving

predictions in crime as well as many other subjects of practical importance. 
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7. Appendices
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Appendix A: Average value interpolated raster map of median income given in thousands of
dollars USD
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Appendix B: Average value interpolated raster map of population density given in persons per
square mile
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Appendix C: Average value interpolated raster map of the proportion of population (over the age
of 25) without a high school diploma or GED equivalent 
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Appendix D: Average value interpolated raster map of the proportion of families in poverty
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Appendix E: Baseline (i.e. offset) three-year-average intensity map of burglaries given in counts
per square mile
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Estimate S.E. Z-value p-value

(intercept) -1.1067 x 100 6.9263 x 10-1 -1.5979  0.1101  

population density  -9.6692 x 10-6 3.5300 x 10-6 -2.7392   0.0062 *

tax group1  3.9007 x 100 9.5695 x 10-1 4.0761  < 0.0001 **

tax group 2 -1.2272 x 100 1.6580 x 100 -0.7402 0.4593 

tax group 3   8.6034 x 10-1 3.0199 x 100 0.2849 0.7758  

tax group 4  6.0812 x 100 3.4386 x 100 1.7685 0.0770  

tax group 6  4.0633 x 100 1.0369 x 100 3.9189   < 0.0001 ** 

median income -6.6057 x 100 1.5802 x 10-6 -4.1802   < 0.0001 ** 

poverty  -1.7026 x 10-6 5.6488 x 10-1 -3.0141   0.0026 *

education -1.4811 x 100 5.8602 x 10-1 -2.5275   0.0115 *
Appendix G: Expanded Poisson model fit statistics

Estimate S.E. Z-value p-value

(intercept) -0.0600 x 100 0.0152 x 100 -3.9572 < 0.0001 ** 
Appendix F: Baseline Poisson model fit statistics
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